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In this paper we study the set of comultiplications on a wedge of a ﬁnite number
of spheres. We are interested in group theoretic properties of these comultiplications
such as associativity and commutativity and loop theoretic properties such as inversivity,
power-associativity and the Moufang property. Our methods involve Whitehead products
in wedges of spheres and the Hopf–Hilton invariants. We obtain extensive results
for a restricted class of comultiplications, namely, the one-stage quadratic or cubic
comultiplications.
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1. Introduction
Spaces with a comultiplication, also called co-H-spaces, are of fundamental importance in the study of homotopy theory.
The main reason for this is that any two homotopy classes of maps from a co-H-space X to any space Y can be added
together to yield a homotopy class from X to Y . This gives a natural binary operation with identity on this set of homotopy
classes which has the structure of an algebraic loop (see Section 6). If the comultiplication is associative, then this algebraic
loop is a group, and the group operation depends on the comultiplication of X . An important class of co-H-spaces consists
of spaces which are suspensions, in particular, all n-spheres, n 1. It is the associative comultiplication of the n-sphere Sn
which induces group structure on the nth homotopy group of Y , the set of homotopy classes of Sn into Y . For n  2, this
comultiplication is unique and commutative up to homotopy (which is the reason that the nth homotopy group is abelian). It
is easily seen that the wedge of a ﬁnite number of co-H-spaces is a suspension and thus has a suspension comultiplication.
It is therefore natural to ask about the comultiplications on a wedge of t spheres, t  2. This set of comultiplications is
complex – it often contains many comultiplications which have many different properties. In this paper we examine these
comultiplications and some of their properties.
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wedge of circles were investigated by using the methods of free groups. In [7] the comultiplications on a wedge of two
Moore spaces were considered by means of homological algebra. In [4] and [5] rational homotopy techniques were applied
to obtain results for rational co-H-spaces. Furthermore, in [8] and [9] the space used to deﬁne the Fox homotopy groups
was studied and shown to have the homotopy type of a wedge spheres. However, the natural comultiplication for this space
is not the suspension comultiplication.
In our paper [3] we examined comultiplications on a wedge of two spheres. Here we use similar methods to explore the
more diﬃcult problem of comultiplications on a wedge of an arbitrary number of spheres. We consider group theoretic prop-
erties such as associativity and commutativity as well as loop theoretic properties such as inversivity, power-associativity
and the Moufang property. The Eckmann–Hilton dual of a co-H-space is an H-space, and group theoretic and loop theoretic
properties of multiplications on an H-space have been widely studied (see [13] and [6]).
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give some elementary results on the group structure on the set of co-
multiplications of any cogroup (that is, associative co-H-space with inverses). In Section 3 and the rest of paper we consider
the cogroup X which is a wedge of t spheres and introduce our basic tools, namely, Hilton’s Theorem and the Hopf–Hilton
invariants. Section 4 is devoted to a study of associativity. After some generalities, we consider one-stage comultiplications
on X , that is, comultiplications which are trivial when restricted to all but one sphere in the wedge. For these we obtain
extensive results on associativity when the non-trivial part of the comultiplication consists of 2-fold Whitehead products
(quadratic comultiplications) or of 3-fold Whitehead products (strictly cubic comultiplications). For these comultiplications
we study commutativity in Section 5. Finally, in Section 6 we consider loop properties of the comultiplications mentioned
above. We obtain general results for inversivity and power-associativity for any one stage comultiplication and more speciﬁc
results on all of our loop properties for a restricted class of comultiplications.
2. Comultiplications
In this paper all spaces are based and have the based homotopy type of based, connected CW-complexes of ﬁnite type
(i.e., with ﬁnitely many cells in each dimension). All maps and homotopies preserve the base point. We do not distinguish
notationally between a map and its homotopy class. Thus we write f = g to mean that the homotopy classes f and g are
equal or that the maps f and g are homotopic (also written f  g).
A pair (Y ,ϕ) consisting of a space Y and a map ϕ : Y → Y ∨ Y is called a co-H-space if p1ϕ = 1 and p2ϕ = 1, where
p1 and p2 are the projections Y ∨ Y → Y onto the ﬁrst and second summands of the wedge and 1 is the identity map
of Y . Then ϕ : Y → Y ∨ Y is called a comultiplication. Equivalently, (Y ,ϕ) is a co-H-space if jϕ =  : Y → Y × Y , where
 is the diagonal map and j : Y ∨ Y → Y × Y is the inclusion. A comultiplication ϕ is called associative if (ϕ ∨ 1)ϕ =
(1 ∨ ϕ)ϕ : Y → Y ∨ Y ∨ Y , and ϕ is called commutative if Tϕ = ϕ , where T : Y ∨ Y → Y ∨ Y is the switching map. A left
inverse for ϕ is a map L : Y → Y such that ∇(L ∨ 1)ϕ = 0 and a right inverse is a map R : Y → Y such that ∇(1∨ R)ϕ = 0,
where ∇ : Y ∨ Y → Y is the folding map and 0 is the constant map. If (Y ,ϕ) is an associative co-H-space with a left and
right inverse, then (Y ,ϕ) is called a cogroup and the comultiplication ϕ is a cogroup comultiplication.
If (Y ,ϕ) is a co-H-space and Z is any space, then the set [Y , Z ] of homotopy classes of maps of Y into Z is a semi-group
with unit 0, the constant map. The binary operation, denoted ‘+’, is deﬁned for a,b ∈ [Y , Z ] by the composition
Y
ϕ
Y ∨ Y a∨b Z ∨ Z ∇ Z .
If f : Z → Z ′ is a map, then the induced map f∗ : [Y , Z ] → [Y , Z ′] is a homomorphism. It is easily seen that (1) if ϕ is
commutative, then [Y , Z ] is commutative, (2) if ϕ is associative, then [Y , Z ] is associative and (3) if L is a left inverse
for ϕ , then every element a ∈ [Y , Z ] has a left inverse (deﬁned as the composition aL), and similarly for right inverses.
Furthermore, if ϕ is associative or commutative, then every left inverse is a right inverse (and every right inverse is a left
inverse). In particular, a cogroup comultiplication ϕ on Y induces group structure on [Y , Z ], for every space Z , such that f∗
is a group homomorphism.
Note that in the semi-group [Y , Y ∨ Y ], the comultiplication ϕ = i1 + i2, where i1, i2 : Y → Y ∨ Y are the two inclusions.
Moreover, in the semi-group [Y , Y ], we have L + 1= 0 and 1+ R = 0. For more detailed information about co-H-spaces, see
the survey article [1].
For the remainder of this section, let (Y ,ϕ0) be a cogroup. We will consider the collection of all comultiplications on Y
and obtain some general results. In subsequent sections we will specialize Y to be a wedge of spheres to obtain more
concrete results.
Let C(Y ) be the set of all (homotopy classes of) comultiplications on Y and let Cc(Y ) ⊆ C(Y ) be the commutative
comultiplications.
Proposition 2.1. If (Y ,ϕ0) is a cogroup and a ﬁnite 1-connected CW complex, then C(Y ) is a ﬁnitely-generated group. If, in addition,
(Y ,ϕ0) is commutative, then C(Y ) is a ﬁnitely-generated abelian group with subgroup Cc(Y ).
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Then Y Y is the space E(Y × Y ; Y ∨ Y ,∗) of paths in Y × Y which begin in Y ∨ Y and end at the base point ∗. Let
i : E(Y × Y ; Y ∨ Y ,∗) → Y ∨ Y be the map deﬁned by i(l) = l(0). Note that
Y Y i Y ∨ Y j Y × Y
is essentially a ﬁber sequence and hence it follows that there is an exact sequence of groups
· · · (Ω j)∗ [Y ,Ω(Y × Y )] [Y , Y Y ] i∗ [Y , Y ∨ Y ] j∗ [Y , Y × Y ].
Then j∗ is onto for all Y and so (Ω j)∗ is onto since (Ω j)∗ : [Y ,Ω(Y ∨ Y )] → [Y ,Ω(Y × Y )] corresponds to j∗:
[ΣY , Y ∨ Y ] → [ΣY , Y × Y ]. Therefore we obtain an exact sequence of groups
0 [Y , Y Y ] i∗ [Y , Y ∨ Y ] j∗ [Y , Y × Y ] 0,
where the group operations are induced from the cogroup structure (Y ,ϕ0). If ϕ ∈ C(Y ), then j∗(−ϕ0 + ϕ) = 0, and so
ϕ = ϕ0 + iα, for some unique α ∈ [Y , Y Y ]. In this way we obtain a bijection θ : C(Y ) → [Y , Y Y ] deﬁned by θ(ϕ) = α.
Since [Y , Y Y ] is a group, we give group structure to C(Y ) by requiring θ to be an isomorphism. Clearly ϕ0 is the identity
of the group C(Y ). It follows from the hypothesis that [Y , Y Y ] is ﬁnitely-generated, and so C(Y ) is a ﬁnitely-generated
group. Clearly C(Y ) is abelian if (Y ,ϕ0) is a commutative cogroup.
Next we assume that ϕ0 is commutative and consider commutative comultiplications. If T : Y ∨ Y → Y ∨ Y is the switch-
ing map, then T induces a map τ : Y Y → Y Y such that iτ = T i : Y Y → Y ∨ Y . We have
Tϕ = T (ϕ0 + iα)
= ϕ0 + T iα
= ϕ0 + iτα.
Therefore ϕ is commutative ⇐⇒ Tϕ = ϕ ⇐⇒ iτα = iα ⇐⇒ τα = α, since i∗ : [Y , Y Y ] → [Y , Y ∨Y ] is a monomorphism.
Thus Cc(Y ) corresponds under θ to {α ∈ [Y , Y Y ] | τ (α) = α}, and so Cc(Y ) is a subgroup of C(Y ). 
Let us denote the cardinality of any set S by |S|. Let N = |C(Y )| = |[Y , Y Y ]| and Nc = |Cc(Y )|. Then we have shown the
following.
Proposition 2.2. If (Y ,ϕ0) is a commutative cogroup, then Nc | N.
In this notation, we allow any positive number (or ∞) to divide ∞.
3. Wedges of spheres
In this section and the rest of the paper we restrict attention to comultiplications on wedges of spheres. This enables us
to obtain precise and detailed results on properties of comultiplications. We will use the following notation in the rest of
the paper.
• X will always denote the wedge of spheres Sn1 ∨ Sn2 ∨ · · · ∨ Snt , where t  2 and 1< n1 < · · · < nt .
• k j : Sn j → X will be the jth inclusion for j = 1,2, . . . , t .
Since any comultiplication ϕ on X is completely determined by the elements ϕk j ∈ πn j (X ∨ X), it is necessary to know
these latter groups. For this we next recall results of Hilton [10].
We consider a wedge of spheres W = S1 ∨ · · · ∨ Sk , where S j = Sr j , and let i j : S j → W be the inclusion, j = 1, . . . ,k.
We will form Whitehead products of these elements.
We inductively deﬁne and order basic (Whitehead) products as follows: Basic products of weight 1 are (in order)
i1, . . . , ik . Assume basic products of weight < n have been deﬁned and ordered so that if r < s < n, any basic product of
weight r is less than all basic products of weight s. Then a basic product of weight n is a Whitehead product [a,b], where
a is a basic product of weight m and b is a basic product of weight l, m + l = n, a < b. Furthermore, if b is a Whitehead
product [c,d] of basic products c and d, then we require that c  a. The basic products of weight n are ordered arbitrarily
among themselves and are greater than any basic product of weight < n. Note that to a basic product of weight n we can
associate a string of distinct symbols iv1 , . . . , ivs , for 1 vi  k, which are the elements which appear in the basic products.
Suppose in the basic product ws , ip occurs lp times, lp  1. Then the height of the basic product is
∑
lp(rp − 1) + 1 and
the length is
∑
lp . Clearly if ws has height hs , then ws ∈ πhs (W ).
Then there is Hilton’s Theorem [10].
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πm(W ) ≈
∞⊕
s=1
πm
(
Shs
)
.
The isomorphism θ :⊕∞s=1πm(Shs ) → πm(W ) is deﬁned by
θ | πm
(
Shs
)= ws∗ : πm(Shs)→ πm(W ).
The direct sum is ﬁnite for each m since hs → ∞.
Let W = Sk ∨ Sk in Theorem 3.1 and let hs be the height of the sth basic product ws ∈ πhs (Sk ∨ Sk). Furthermore, let ϕ
be the standard comultiplication on Sk and let prs :⊕∞s=1πm(Shs ) → πm(Shs ) be the projection onto the sth summand for
s = 1,2,3, . . . .
Deﬁne the Hopf–Hilton invariant Ht : πm(Sk) → πm(Sht+3 ) by the composition
Ht = prt+3θ−1ϕ∗, t = 0,1,2, . . .
as in [10]. We rewrite these invariants as follows: Set
H11 = H0 : πm
(
Sk
)→ πm(S2k−1),
H21 = H1, H22 = H2 : πm
(
Sk
)→ πm(S3k−2)
and so on. Thus we have Hopf–Hilton invariants
Hl1, H
l
2, . . . , H
l
tl
: πm
(
Sk
)→ πm(S(l+1)k−l),
for l = 1,2,3, . . . , where tl is the number of basic products of length l.
If Y is any space and β,γ ∈ πr(Y ) and α ∈ πm(Sr), then there is Hilton’s Formula [10]:
(β + γ )α = βα + γ α + [β,γ ]H11(α) +
[
β, [β,γ ]]H21(α) + [γ , [β,γ ]]H22(α) + · · · .
Corollary 3.2. Let Y be any space and let β,γ ∈ πr(Y ) and α ∈ πm(Sr). If Hij(α) = 0, for i = 1,2, . . . , l− 1 and j = 1,2, . . . , ti , and
m (l + 1)(r − 1), then
(β + γ )α = βα + γ α.
For the remainder of the paper we will use the following notation with X = Sn1 ∨ Sn2 ∨ · · · ∨ Snt and ϕ0 : X → X ∨ X the
suspension comultiplication obtained from the suspension structure of X . Unless otherwise stated we will assume that the
group structure on any homotopy set [X, Y ] is obtained from the cogroup structure (X,ϕ0).
• q j : X → Sn j is the jth projection for j = 1,2, . . . , t .
• i j, i′j : Sn j → Sn j ∨ Sn j are the ﬁrst and second inclusions, respectively, for j = 1,2, . . . , t .
• ι1, ι2 : X → X ∨ X are the ﬁrst and second inclusions, respectively.
• π1,π2 : X ∨ X → X are ﬁrst and second projections, respectively.
• I1, I2, I3 : X → X ∨ X ∨ X are the ﬁrst, second and third inclusions, respectively.
• J12, J23 : X ∨ X → X ∨ X ∨ X are the maps deﬁned by J12(z) = (z,∗) and J23(z) = (∗, z), where z ∈ X ∨ X .
• As before, T : X ∨ X → X ∨ X is the switching map and ∇ : X ∨ X → X is the folding map.
Lemma 3.3. (Cf. [3, Prop. 2.4].) Let ϕ : X → X ∨ X be any map. Then ϕ is a comultiplication on X if and only if for all j = 1,2, . . . , t,
ϕk j = ι1k j + ι2k j + P j,
where P j ∈ πn j (X ∨ X) has the property π1P j = 0= π2P j for each j = 1,2, . . . , t.
Proof. Set P j = ϕk j − ι1k j − ι2k j . Clearly π1P j = 0= π2P j . 
Furthermore, P j is unique and is the sum of elements of the form wsαs , where αs ∈ πn j (Shs ) and ws ∈ πhs (X ∨ X) are
basic products of length  2 in X ∨ X and height hs of elements (written in order)
(k1 ∨ k1)i1, (k2 ∨ k2)i2, . . . , (k j−1 ∨ k j−1)i j−1
and
(k1 ∨ k1)i′ , (k2 ∨ k2)i′ , . . . , (k j−1 ∨ k j−1)i′ ,1 2 j−1
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are
ι1k1, ι1k2, . . . , ι1kt−1, ι2k1, ι2k2, . . . , ι2kt−1.
Since the ws are basic products, the elements αs are uniquely determined by ϕ by Hilton’s Theorem.
Deﬁnition 3.4. The element P j ∈ πn j (X ∨ X) is called the jth perturbation of ϕ . We call P = (P1, P2, . . . , Pt) the perturba-
tion of ϕ and write ϕ = ϕP = ϕ(P1,P2,...,Pt ) . We call P or ϕ one-stage if there is some r with 1 r  t such that Pi = 0 for
all i = r.
Given two perturbations P = (P1, P2, . . . , Pt) and Q = (Q 1, Q 2, . . . , Qt), we can add them in the obvious way
P + Q = (P1 + Q 1, P2 + Q 2, . . . , Pt + Qt)
and take the negative of each
−P = (−P1,−P2, . . . ,−Pt).
This allows us to add and subtract comultiplications on X . If ϕ and ψ are two comultiplications of X , then ϕ = ϕP and
ψ = ϕQ , for some perturbations P and Q . We deﬁne
ϕ + ψ = ϕP+Q and −ϕ = ϕ−P .
This gives the set of comultiplications C(X) abelian group structure with unit ϕ0. It is easily seen that this group is the
same as the group deﬁned in Proposition 2.1.
We next introduce some terminology that we will use in the rest of the paper.
Deﬁnition 3.5. Let ϕ = ϕP be a comultiplication on X with perturbation P . Then P or ϕ is said to be quadratic if each P j
has only basic Whitehead products of length  2, is said to be strictly cubic if each P j has only basic Whitehead products
of length = 3 and is said to be cubic if each P j has only basic Whitehead products of length  3.
4. Associativity
Lemma 4.1. The comultiplication ϕ = ϕP , where P = (P1, P2, . . . , Pt), is associative if and only if
J12Pr + (ϕ ∨ 1)Pr = J23Pr + (1∨ ϕ)Pr
for all r = 1,2, . . . , t.
Proof. The proof is straightforward. For details in the case of a wedge of two spheres, see [3, Proposition 2.6]. 
Now we consider a one-stage quadratic comultiplication ϕ = ϕP , where P = (0,0, . . . ,0, Pr,0, . . . ,0), so that Pr consists
of basic Whitehead products of length  2. Thus Pr is a sum of elements of the form
Pr = [ι1ki, ι2k j]aij,
for some aij ∈ πnr (Shij ), where hij = ni + n j − 1 is the height of the Whitehead product [ι1ki, ι2k j] and i, j = 1,2, . . . , r − 1.
Note that aij = 0 if nr < ni + n j − 1.
Proposition 4.2.With the notation above, assume that nr  3ni +3n j −6 and that the ﬁrst Hopf–Hilton invariants H11(aij) are trivial
for each i, j = 1,2, . . . , r − 1. Then ϕ = ϕP is associative.
Proof. We will show that Pr satisﬁes Lemma 4.1. For this it suﬃces to show that
J12
([ι1ki, ι2k j]aij)+ (ϕ ∨ 1)([ι1ki, ι2k j]aij)= J23([ι1ki, ι2k j]aij)+ (1∨ ϕ)([ι1ki, ι2k j]aij) (4.1)
for all i, j = 1,2, . . . , r − 1. We have
J12
([ι1ki, ι2k j]aij)= [I1ki, I2k j]aij
and
J23
([ι1ki, ι2k j]aij)= [I2ki, I3k j]aij .
In addition,
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= [I1ki + I2ki, I3k j]aij
= ([I1ki, I3k j] + [I2ki, I3k j])aij
= [I1ki, I3k j]aij + [I2ki, I3k j]aij,
by the Corollary 3.2, since all Hopf–Hilton invariants of aij are trivial by our hypotheses. Similarly,
(1∨ ϕ)([ι1ki, ι2k j]aij)= [I1ki, I2k j]aij + [I1ki, I3k j]aij.
This proves (4.1) and thus completes the proof. 
Remark 4.3. The inequality nr  3ni + 3n j − 6 and the vanishing of the ﬁrst Hopf–Hilton invariants H11(aij) were needed as
hypotheses in the previous proposition only to show that, by Hilton’s Formula,([I1ki, I3k j] + [I2ki, I3k j])aij = [I1ki, I3k j]aij + [I2ki, I3k j]aij
and similarly for ([I1ki, I2k j] + [I1ki, I3k j])aij . It is therefore possible to weaken the inequality (that is, give a larger upper
bound for nr ) and require more Hopf–Hilton invariants of the aij to be zero and still conclude that ϕP is associative. The
statement of this result is somewhat cumbersome, and we do not give it.
We give two examples which bear on Proposition 4.2. The ﬁrst shows that the condition on the Hopf–Hilton invariants
in Proposition 4.2 cannot in general be deleted. The second shows that the conclusion of Proposition 4.2 is not true for
arbitrary quadratic comultiplications.
Example 4.4.
1. We consider a one-stage quadratic comultiplication on a wedge X of three spheres such that
ϕk3 = ι1k3 + ι2k3 + [ι1k1, ι2k2]a
with H11(a) = 0 and show that ϕ is not associative. For deﬁniteness, take X = S2 ∨ S3 ∨ S7 and let a ∈ π7(S4) be an
element of (classical) Hopf invariant 1. If we assume that ϕ is associative, then the calculation given in the proof of
Proposition 4.2 shows that[[I1k1, I3k2], [I2k1, I3k2]]= [[I1k1, I2k2], [I1k1, I3k2]],
since H11(a) = 1. But these are both basic products in π7(X ∨ X ∨ X) and so they cannot be equal.
2. We assume that X = Sn ∨ Sm ∨ Sp and that ϕ is a comultiplication on X such that
ϕk1 = ι1k1 + ι2k1,
ϕk2 = ι1k2 + ι2k2 + [ι1k1, ι2k1]a,
ϕk3 = ι1k3 + ι2k3 + [ι1k1, ι2k2]b,
where we assume all Hopf–Hilton invariants of b are zero. Then
J12P3 = [I1k1, I2k2]b
and with the vanishing of the Hopf–Hilton invariants,
(ϕ ∨ 1)P3 = [I1k1, I3k2]b + [I2k1, I3k2]b.
Similarly,
J23P3 = [I2k1, I3k2]b
and
(1∨ ϕ)P3 = [I1k1, I2k2]b + [I1k1, I3k2]b +
[
I1k1, [I2k1, I3k1]a
]
b.
We assume that ϕ is associative, apply the equation in Lemma 4.1, cancel terms and obtain[
I1k1, [I2k1, I3k1]a
]
b = 0.
But by taking m = 2n − 1, p = 3n− 2, a = 1 and b = 1, we see that[
I1k1, [I2k1, I3k1]
]= −(−1)n2[I2k1, [I1k1, I3k1]]− [I3k1, [I1k1, I2k1]] = 0
since they are basic products in π3n−2(X ∨ X ∨ X). Thus ϕ is not associative.
We next consider associativity for one-stage strictly cubic comultiplications.
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⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
ϕk1 = ι1k1 + ι2k1
...
ϕkr = ι1kr + ι2kr + Pr
...
ϕkt = ι1kt + ι2kt .
Here P = (0, . . . ,0, Pr,0, . . . ,0) and
Pr =
∑
a1,b1,c1; a1<b1
[
ι2kc1 , [ι1ka1 , ι1kb1 ]
]
αra1b1c1 +
∑
a2,b2,c2; a2c2
[
ι1kc2 , [ι1ka2 , ι2kb2 ]
]
βra2b2c2
+
∑
a3,b3,c3
[
ι2kc3 , [ι1ka3 , ι2kb3 ]
]
γ ra3b3c3 ,
where ah,bh, ch = 1,2, . . . , r − 1 for h = 1,2,3 and the element αra1b1c1 ∈ πnr (S
na1+nb1+nc1−2) and similarly for βra2b2c2
and γ ra3b3c3 . Furthermore, we assume the ordering ι1k1, ι1k2, . . . , ι1kr−1, ι2k1, ι2k2, . . . , ι2kr−1, so that the preceding White-
head products are basic products. Indeed, these are all the Whitehead products that can appear in Pr and so the equality
above for Pr yields the general expression for a one-stage strictly cubic comultiplication.
To simplify notation, we set a1,b1, c1 = i, j, l, a2,b2, c2 = m,o, p, and a3,b3, c3 = u, v,w , respectively. We also put
α = αri jl , β = βrmop , γ = γ ruvw and  = nmnp − nm − np , δ = nmno − no + nonp − np and λ = nin j . We consider terms of Pr
consisting of one term from each summand, namely,
Q = Pr(i, j, l,m,o, p,u, v,w)
= [ι2kl, [ι1ki, ι1k j]]α + [ι1kp, [ι1km, ι2ko]]β + [ι2kw , [ι1ku, ι2kv ]]γ ,
where i < j and m p.
We investigate the associativity of ϕP and state our result after giving the proof and introducing some notation. We
assume in the proof that nr  3na j + 3nb j + 3nc j − 9, j = 1,2,3 and that the ﬁrst Hopf–Hilton invariants H11(αri jl), H11(βrmop)
and H11(γ
r
uvw) are trivial. With Q deﬁned as above, we determine necessary and suﬃcient conditions for
J12Q + (ϕ ∨ 1)Q = J23Q + (1∨ ϕ)Q (4.2)
to hold.
We compute J12Q and J23Q .
J12Q =
[
I2kl, [I1ki, I1k j]
]
α + [I1kp, [I1km, I2ko]]β + [I2kw , [I1ku, I2kv ]]γ and
J23Q =
[
I3kl, [I2ki, I2k j]
]
α + [I2kp, [I2km, I3ko]]β + [I3kw , [I2ku, I3kv ]]γ .
We now compute (ϕ ∨ 1)Q . Since J12ϕks = J12(ι1ks + ι2ks) = I1ks + I2ks , we have
(ϕ ∨ 1)Q = [I3kl, [ J12ϕki, J12ϕk j]]α + [ J12ϕkp, [ J12ϕkm, I3ko]]β + [I3kw , [ J12ϕku, I3kv ]]γ
= [I3kl, [I1ki + I2ki, I1k j + I2k j]]α + [I1kp + I2kp, [I1km + I2km, I3ko]]β + [I3kw , [I1ku + I2ku, I3kv ]]γ
= ([I3kl, [I1ki, I1k j]]+ [I3kl, [I1ki, I2k j]]+ (−1)λ[I3kl, [I1k j, I2ki]]+ [I3kl, [I2ki, I2k j]])α
+ ([I1kp, [I1km, I3ko]]+ [I1kp, [I2km, I3ko]]+ [I2kp, [I1km, I3ko]]+ [I2kp, [I2km, I3ko]])β
+ ([I3kw , [I1ku, I3kv ]]+ [I3kw , [I2ku, I3kv ]])γ ,
and α, β and γ go inside the parentheses, by Corollary 3.2. Similarly,
(1∨ ϕ)Q = [ J23ϕkl, [I1ki, I1k j]]α + [I1kp, [I1km, J23ϕko]]β + [ J23ϕkw , [I1ku, J23ϕkv ]]γ
= [I2kl + I3kl, [I1ki, I1k j]]α + [I1kp, [I1km, I2ko + I3ko]]β + [I2kw + I3kw , [I1ku, I2kv + I3kv ]]γ
= [I2kl, [I1ki, I1k j]]α + [I3kl, [I1ki, I1k j]]α + [I1kp, [I1km, I2ko]]β + [I1kp, [I1km, I3ko]]β
+ [I2kw , [I1ku, I2kv ]]γ + [I2kw , [I1ku, I3kv ]]γ + [I3kw , [I1ku, I2kv ]]γ + [I3kw , [I1ku, I3kv ]]γ .
Thus we see that (4.2) holds if and only if
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− [I2kw , [I1ku, I3kv ]]γ − [I3kw , [I1ku, I2kv ]]γ .
But [I1kp, [I2km, I3ko]] is not a basic product, so, using the Jacobi identity, we write it as a sum of basic products as follows:[
I1kp, [I2km, I3ko]
]= −(−1)nmnp−nm−np [I2km, [I1kp, I3ko]]− (−1)nmno−no+nonp−np [I3ko, [I1kp, I2km]].
Thus (4.2) holds if and only if
0= [I3kl, [I1ki, I2k j]]α + (−1)λ[I3kl, [I1k j, I2ki]]α − (−1)δ[I3ko, [I1kp, I2km]]β − [I3kw , [I1ku, I2kv ]]γ
− (−1)[I2km, [I1kp, I3ko]]β + [I2kp, [I1km, I3ko]]β − [I2kw , [I1ku, I3kv ]]γ , (4.3)
where  = nmnp − nm − np , δ = nmno − no + nonp − np and λ = nin j .
To simplify matters, we ﬁx the following notation:
• a = [I3kl, [I1ki, I2k j]].
• b = [I3kl, [I1k j, I2ki]].
• c = [I3ko, [I1kp, I2km]].
• d = [I3kw , [I1ku, I2kv ]].
• e = [I2km, [I1kp, I3ko]].
• f = [I2kp, [I1km, I3ko]].
• g = [I2kw , [I1ku, I3kv ]].
Note that the above terms are all basic products and that a = b and a = c because i < j and m  p. Thus there are seven
possibilities for the ﬁrst four terms of (4.3), depending on whether or not some of the Whitehead products are equal. We
write these seven cases as
(a,b, c,d), (a,b, c,b), (a,b, c, c), (a,b,b,b), (a,b, c,a), (a,b,b,d), (a,b,b,a).
For the last three terms of (4.3) we have the ﬁve cases
(e, f , g), (e, f , f ), (e, e, g), (e, e, e), (e, f , e).
Here, the same letters means the same basic products and different letters means different basic products (e.g., (a,b, c,b)
means b = d and a = b, a = c and b = c).
We compute case by case. We note that (4.3) holds if and only if
0= (aα + (−1)λbα + (−1)δ+1cβ − dγ )+ ((−1)+1eβ + f β − gγ ). (4.4)
First, by using Hilton’s Theorem, we compute T1, the sum of the ﬁrst four terms in (4.4).
Case 1: (a,b, c,d). Since a,b, c and d are all basic products, T1 = 0 if and only if α = β = γ = 0.
Case 2: (a,b, c,b). T1 = 0 if and only if α = β = γ = 0.
Case 3: (a,b, c, c). T1 = 0 if and only if α = 0 and γ = (−1)δ+1β .
Case 4: (a,b,b,b). T1 = 0 if and only if α = 0 and γ = (−1)δ+1β .
Case 5: (a,b, c,a). T1 = 0 if and only if α = β = γ = 0.
Case 6: (a,b,b,d). T1 = 0 if and only if α = β = γ = 0.
Case 7: (a,b,b,a). T1 = 0 if and only if α = γ , (−1)λα = (−1)δβ .
Secondly, we determine T2, the sum of the last three terms in (4.4).
Case 8: (e, f , g). T2 = 0 if and only if β = γ = 0.
Case 9: (e, f , f ). T2 = 0 if and only if β = γ = 0.
Case 10: (e, e, g). T2 = 0 if and only if (−1)+1β + β = 0, γ = 0.
Case 11: (e, e, e). T2 = 0 if and only if γ = (−1)+1β + β .
Case 12: (e, f , e). T2 = 0 if and only if β = γ = 0.
We now give conditions for the comultiplication ϕP to be associative. By Lemma 4.1, for ϕP to be associative it is
necessary and suﬃcient that (4.2) holds for every Q , where Q = Pr(i, j, l,m,o, p,u, v,w), that is, that (4.4) holds for
every Q . The term T1 of (4.4) is any one of cases 1–7 and the term T2 is any one of cases 8–12. For (4.4) to hold it is
necessary and suﬃcient that both T1 = 0 and T2 = 0. Clearly, when α = β = γ = 0, the comultiplication ϕP is associative.
We leave it as an exercise for the reader to show that the only other case when ϕP is associative is the following:
Case 3 and Case 11:  is odd, δ is even, α = 0, γ = −β and 3β = 0.
We now state the proposition on strictly cubic one-stage comultiplications which we have just proved. We adopt the
notation of the preceding proof.
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Hopf–Hilton invariants H11(α
r
a1b1c1
), H11(β
r
a2b2c2
) and H11(γ
r
a3b3c3
) are trivial. Then ϕ is associative if and only if
1. Pr =∑q[ι1kq, [ι1kq, ι2kq]]βq −∑q[ι2kq, [ι1kq, ι2kq]]βq for kq : Snq → X = Sn1 ∨ · · ·∨ Snt inclusion into the qth summand and
βq ∈ πnr (S3nq−2) with 3βq = 0, where nq is odd, or
2. All αra1b1c1 = βra2b2c2 = γ ra3b3c3 = 0, that is, ϕ = ι1ks + ι2ks for all s, otherwise.
Remark 4.7.
1. In analogy to Remark 4.3, it is possible in Proposition 4.6 to weaken the inequality (that is, give a larger upper bound
for nr ) and require more Hopf–Hilton invariants of αra1b1c1 , β
r
a2b2c2
and γ ra3b3c3 to be zero, and thus derive necessary and
suﬃcient conditions for ϕ to be associative.
2. By combining Propositions 4.2 and 4.6, we obtain an associativity result for arbitrary one-stage cubic comultiplications.
We conclude the section with two examples to illustrate this Proposition 4.6.
Example 4.8.
1. Let X = S3 ∨ · · · ∨ S10 ∨ · · · ∨ Snt , where nr = 10. Deﬁne a one-stage cubic comultiplication ϕ = ϕP : X → X ∨ X by
Pr =
[
ι1k1, [ι1k1, ι2k1]
]
β − [ι2k1, [ι1k1, ι2k1]]β,
where P = (0, . . . ,0, Pr,0, . . . ,0), k1 : S3 → X is the inclusion map and β denotes an element of order 3 in the group
π10(S7) ∼= Z24 [14, p. 186]. Then the hypotheses of Proposition 4.6 are satisﬁed, so ϕ is associative.
2. Let X = S3 ∨ S5 ∨ · · · ∨ S24 ∨ · · · ∨ Snt , with nr = 24. We deﬁne a one-stage cubic comultiplication ϕ = ϕP : X → X ∨ X
by
Pr =
[
ι1k2, [ι1k2, ι2k2]
]
β − [ι2k2, [ι1k2, ι2k2]]β,
where k2 : S5 → X is the inclusion map and β is an element of order 3 in the group π24(S13) ∼= Z504 [14, p. 188]. Then
the hypotheses of Proposition 4.6 are satisﬁed, so ϕ is associative.
5. Commutativity
In this section we obtain results on the commutativity of quadratic and cubic comultiplications. We ﬁrst consider
quadratic comultiplications ϕ = ϕP = ϕ(P1,P2,...,Pt ) on X . Then for each r = 2,3, . . . , t ,
Pr =
r−1∑
i, j=1
[ι1ki, ι2k j]ari j,
for some ari j ∈ πnr (Sni+n j−1).
Proposition 5.1. Let ϕ = ϕP be a quadratic comultiplication as above with H11(ari j) = 0 if ni and n j are odd. Then ϕ is commutative if
and only if (1) ari j = arji , whenever ni or n j is even or (2) ari j = −arji , whenever ni and n j are odd.
Proof. We determine T Pr since T Pr = Pr is a necessary and suﬃcient condition for ϕ to be commutative. We have
T Pr =
r−1∑
i, j=1
[ι2ki, ι1k j]ari j
=
r−1∑
i, j=1
(
(−1)nin j [ι1k j, ι2ki]
)
ari j
=
r−1∑
i, j=1
(
(−1)nin j [ι1ki, ι2k j]
)
arji .
If ni or n j is even, then (−1)nin j [ι1ki, ι2k j]arji = [ι1ki, ι2k j]arji and T Pr = Pr . If ni and n j are odd, then (−1)nin j [ι1ki, ι2k j]arji =
[ι1ki, ι2k j](−1)ar , where −1 is the map of degree −1 of Sni+n j−1. By [10, p. 167], (−1)ar = −ar + [1,1]H1(ar ) = −ar .ji ji ji 1 ji ji
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versely, if T Pr = Pr , then [ι1ki, ι2k j]ari j = [ι1ki, ι2k j]arji if ni or n j is even, and [ι1ku, ι2kv ]aruv = [ι1ku, ι2kv ](−arvu) if nu and
nv are odd. But [ι1ku, ι2kv ] = (ku ∨ kv )[iu, i′v ]. Furthermore, (ku ∨ kv ) and [iu, i′v ] both induce monomorphisms of homotopy
groups and therefore so do [ι1ku, ι2kv ] and [ι1ki, ι2k j]. Therefore ari j = arji in (1) and ari j = −arji in (2). 
Remark 5.2. From the proof we see that the condition H11(a
r
ji) = 0 in the statement of Proposition 5.1 can be replaced with
[1,1]H11(arji) = 0.
We next consider commutativity of strict cubic comultiplications of X .
Proposition 5.3. Let ϕ = ϕP = ϕ(P1,P2,...,Pt ) be a strict cubic comultiplication, which has the following form for each r = 1,2, . . . , t
Pr =
∑
a2,b2,c2;a2c2
[
ι1kc2 , [ι1ka2 , ι2kb2 ]
]
βra2b2c2 +
∑
a3,b3,c3;b3c3
[
ι2kc3 , [ι1ka3 , ι2kb3 ]
]
γ ra3b3c3 ,
where ah,bh, ch = 1,2, . . . , r − 1 for h = 2,3 and the elements βra2b2c2 ∈ πnr (S
na2+nb2+nc2−2) and γ ra3b3c3 ∈ πnr (S
na3+nb3+nc3−2).
For all u, v,w = 1,2, . . . , r − 1, we assume that (1) if nu or nv is even (u  w), then βruvw = γ rvuw or (2) if nu and nv are odd, then
βruvw = −γ rvuw and H11(βruvw) = 0. Then ϕ is commutative.
Proof. It suﬃces to show that Pr = T Pr .
T Pr =
∑
a2,b2,c2;a2c2
[
ι2kc2 , [ι2ka2 , ι1kb2 ]
]
βra2b2c2 +
∑
a3,b3,c3;b3c3
[
ι1kc3 , [ι2ka3 , ι1kb3 ]
]
γ ra3b3c3
=
∑
a2,b2,c2;a2c2
(
(−1)na2nb2 [ι2kc2 , [ι1kb2 , ι2ka2 ]])βra2b2c2 +
∑
a3,b3,c3;b3c3
(
(−1)na3nb3 [ι1kc3 , [ι1kb3 , ι2ka3 ]])γ ra3b3c3
=
∑
a3,b3,c3;b3c3
(
(−1)na3nb3 [ι2kc3 , [ι1ka3 , ι2kb3 ]])βrb3a3c3 +
∑
a2,b2,c2;a2c2
(
(−1)na2nb2 [ι1kc2 , [ι1ka2 , ι2kb2 ]])γ rb2a2c2 .
Since (−b)a = −(ba)+ [b,b]H11(a), it follows that T Pr = Pr by (1) and (2). 
Remark 5.4. It is possible to combine Propositions 5.1 and 5.3 and obtain commutative cubic comultiplications.
6. Algebraic loops
Let L be a set with binary operation ‘+’. Then L is called a loop if for every a,b ∈ L, the equations a+ x = b and y+a = b
have unique solutions x, y in L. All of the loops in this section will have a unit e, that is, a + e = a = e + a, for every a ∈ L,
and we shall refer to them as algebraic loops. Let L(a) and R(a) be left and right inverses of a ∈ L under the operation +
so that L(a)+ a = e = a+ R(a). An algebraic loop L is said to be inversive if L(a) = R(a) for all a ∈ L. An algebraic loop L is
called power-associative if (a+a)+a = a+ (a+a), for all a ∈ L, and is called Moufang if (a+b)+ (c+a) = (a+ (b+ c))+a
for all a,b, c ∈ L [6]. Clearly an associative binary operation is Moufang. We note that if L is a Moufang loop, then it is not
diﬃcult to show that L is inversive and power-associative.
The following result (see [11, Theorem 2.3] and [1, Proposition 1.13]) is the dual of a well-known theorem of James [12]
for H-spaces and gives a connection between co-H-spaces and algebraic loops. We adopt the following notation: if (X,ϕ) is
a co-H-space and W is any space, then the set [X,W ] with the binary operation induced by ϕ will be denoted [X,W ]ϕ .
Proposition 6.1. If (X,ϕ) is a 1-connected co-H-space and W is any space, then the set [X,W ]ϕ is an algebraic loop.
Moreover, it is well known that [X,W ]ϕ is also an algebraic loop if (X,ϕ) is a co-H-space and W is a nilpotent
space [11].
For a comultiplication ϕ on any co-H-space X , we observe that ϕ is associative if and only if the binary operation
in [X,W ]ϕ is associative for all spaces W , and that ϕ is commutative if and only if the binary operation in [X,W ]ϕ is
commutative for all spaces W . This leads us to the following deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 6.2. If (X,ϕ) is a co-H-space, then we call ϕ inversive, power-associative or Moufang if the algebraic loop
[X,W ]ϕ is inversive, power-associative or Moufang, respectively, for all spaces W .
It is possible to give equivalent intrinsic deﬁnitions of the notions in Deﬁnition 6.2, that is, deﬁnitions that only involve
the comultiplication and not the homotopy set [X,W ].
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this section we answer this question for certain comultiplications on a wedge of spheres.
We let X = Sn1 ∨ Sn2 ∨ · · · ∨ Snt and let ϕ : X → X ∨ X be a comultiplication. Then the composition
Sn j
k j
X
ϕ
X ∨ X q j∨q j Sn j ∨ Sn j ,
where k j is the inclusion and q j is the projection, is a comultiplication on Sn j which we denote by ϕ | Sn j . Note that ϕ | Sn j
is the unique comultiplication on Sn j obtained from the suspension structure of Sn j , and that it is a commutative cogroup
comultiplication. For any space W , we then have the following bijection of sets
[X,W ]ϕ ≈
[
Sn1 ,W
]
ϕ|Sn1 ⊕
[
Sn2 ,W
]
ϕ|Sn2 ⊕ · · · ⊕
[
Snt ,W
]
ϕ|Snt
= πn1(W ) ⊕πn2(W ) ⊕ · · · ⊕πnt (W ).
We identify the set [X,W ]ϕ with the set which is the direct sum of homotopy groups, and write ‘+ϕ ’ for the binary
operation in [X,W ]ϕ and ‘+’ for the group operation in homotopy groups.
By Lemma 3.3,
ϕkr = ι1kr + ι2kr + Pr,
with Pr ∈ πnr (X ∨ X) the sum of elements of the form wsαs , where αs ∈ πnr (Shs ) and ws ∈ πhs (X ∨ X) are basic products
of length  2 in X ∨ X and height hs . In this section we investigate the loop properties in Deﬁnition 6.2 for quadratic and
cubic comultiplications. We begin with the quadratic case. Assume the ϕ is a quadratic comultiplication and so for each k
we have
Pk =
k−1∑
i, j=1
[ι1ki, ι2k j]aki j.
Let x, y ∈ [X,W ]ϕ and write x = (x1, x2, . . . , xt) and y = (y1, y2, . . . , yt), where x j, y j ∈ πn j (W ), for j = 1,2, . . . , t . With the
notation above, the next result follows easily.
Lemma 6.3.
x+ϕ y = (x1, x2, . . . , xt) +ϕ (y1, y2, . . . , yt) = (z1, z2, . . . , zt), where
zk = xk + yk +
k−1∑
i, j=1
[xi, y j]aki j,
for all k = 1,2, . . . , t.
Proposition 6.4. Let ϕ be a one-stage quadratic comultiplication as deﬁned above with Pk = 0 for k = r. Then
1. ϕ is inversive.
2. ϕ is power-associative.
3. ϕ is Moufang if nr  3ni + 3n j − 6 and the Hopf–Hilton invariants H11(aij) = 0, for i, j = 1,2, . . . , r − 1.
Proof. 1. Let x= (x1, x2, . . . , xt) ∈ [X,W ]ϕ and L(x) = λ = (λ1, λ2, . . . , λt). Then
(λ +ϕ x)k =
{
λk + xk if k = r,
λr + xr +∑r−1i, j=1[λi, x j]ari j if k = r.
Since (λ +ϕ x)k = 0, we have λk = −xk for k = r and
λr = −xr −
r−1∑
i, j=1
[λi, x j]ari j.
Similarly if ρ = (ρ1,ρ2, . . . , ρt) = R(x), then ρk = −xk for k = r and
ρr = −xr −
r−1∑
i, j=1
[xi,ρ j]ari j .
Then for i, j < r,
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(−[xi, x j])ari j and
[xi,ρ j]ari j = [xi,−x j]ari j =
(−[xi, x j])ari j .
Therefore L(x) = R(x).
2. We prove that ϕ is power-associative. It is easily shown that
(
x+ϕ (x+ϕ x)
)
k =
{
3xk if k = r,
3xr +∑r−1i, j=1[xi, x j]ari j +∑r−1i, j=1[xi,2x j]ari j if k = r
and
(
(x+ϕ x) +ϕ x
)
k =
{
3xk if k = r,
3xr +∑r−1i, j=1[xi, x j]ari j +∑r−1i, j=1[2xi, x j]ari j if k = r.
But [xi,2x j]ari j = (2[xi, x j])ari j = [2xi, x j]ari j , and so ϕ is power-associative.
3. This is proved analogously to 1 and 2 (but see Remark 6.5 for another proof). 
Remark 6.5. In Proposition 6.4, all of the conclusions hold whenever ϕ is associative since associativity implies the three
loop properties listed in the proposition. But in Proposition 4.2, associativity is proved for a one-stage quadratic comulti-
plication ϕ with restrictions on nr and the ﬁrst Hopf–Hilton invariant. We now observe that we have proved that 1 and 2
of Proposition 6.4 hold without any restrictions on a one-stage quadratic comultiplication. However, the hypothesis of 3
implies that ϕ is associative by Proposition 4.2. Thus 3 follows from Proposition 4.2.
We next give an example to show that quadratic comultiplications which are not one-stage are not necessarily inversive
or power-associative.
Example 6.6. Let X = S2 ∨ S3 ∨ S4 ∨ S5 and deﬁne a quadratic comultiplication ϕ on X by P1 = P2 = 0, P3 = [ι1k1, ι2k2]
and P4 = [ι1k1, ι2k3]. We will use the notation of the proof of Proposition 6.4.
We ﬁrst show that ϕ is not inversive. Let L(x) = (λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4) and let R(x) = (ρ1,ρ2,ρ3,ρ4). Then λi = −xi = ρi for
i = 1,2 and λ3 = −x3 + [x1, x2] = ρ3. Also
λ4 = −x4 − [λ1, x3] = −x4 + [x1, x3] and
ρ4 = −x4 − [x1,ρ3]
= −x4 −
[
x1,−x3 + [x1, x2]
]
= −x4 + [x1, x3] −
[
x1, [x1, x2]
]
.
If we set W = X ∨ X and x1 = ι1k1 and x2 = ι2k2, then [x1, [x1, x2]] = 0, since it is a basic product. Therefore in this case,
λ4 = ρ4, and so L(x) = R(x). Hence ϕ is not inversive.
Next we show that ϕ is not power-associative. Clearly (x+ϕ x)4 = 2x4 + [x1, x3]. Furthermore,(
x+ϕ (x+ϕ x)
)
4 = 3x4 + [x1, x3] +
[
x1, (x+ϕ x)3
]
= 3x4 + [x1, x3] +
[
x1,2x3 + [x1, x2]
]
= 3x4 + 3[x1, x3] +
[
x1, [x1, x2]
]
and(
(x+ϕ x) +ϕ x
)
4 = 3x4 + [x1, x3] + [2x1, x3]
= 3x4 + 3[x1, x3].
Since [x1, [x1, x2]] = 0, for some W and some x1 and x2 as above, it follows that ϕ is not power-associative.
We note that ϕ(0,0,P3,0)+ϕ(0,0,0,P4) = ϕ , and so this example also shows that the sum of two associative comultiplications
need not be associative.
We next obtain some loop properties for general one-stage comultiplications on X , not just for quadratic or cubic one-
stage ones. Since the calculations for the Moufang property are very complicated, we restrict our attention to inversivity
and power-associativity.
Let ϕ be a one-stage comultiplication on X = Sn1 ∨ Sn2 ∨ · · · ∨ Snt with perturbations Pk = 0 for k = r. We have seen
in Section 3 that Pr is a sum of terms of the form wsαs , where αs ∈ πnr (Shs ) and ws ∈ πhs (X ∨ X) are basic Whitehead
products of length  2 in X ∨ X and height hs of elements (written in order) chosen from
ι1k1, ι1k2, . . . , ι1kt−1, ι2k1, ι2k2, . . . , ι2kt−1, (6.1)
such that each basic product contains at least one of the ﬁrst t − 1 terms and at least one of the last t − 1 terms.
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of (6.1) that ws contains and deﬁne κ2(ws) to be the number of terms from the last t − 1 terms of (6.1) that ws contains.
In this deﬁnition we count repetitions.
Proposition 6.8. Let ϕ be any one-stage comultiplication on X with Pk = 0 for k = r.
1. Suppose for each basic product ws in Pr , we have
κ1(ws) ≡ κ2(ws) mod 2.
Then ϕ is inversive.
2. Suppose for each basic product ws in Pr , we have κ1(ws) = κ2(ws). Then ϕ is power-associative.
The proof should be clear by looking closely at the proofs of Propositions 6.4 and 6.9, and hence is omitted.
We conclude this section by studying the loop properties for a speciﬁc class of cubic comultiplications which are not
covered by Proposition 6.8.
Let ϕ be a one-stage cubic comultiplication on X with Pk = 0 for k = r and
Pr =
r−1∑
i, j=1
[
ι2ki, [ι1k j, ι2k j]
]
ci j,
where ci j ∈ πnr (Sni+2n j−2). Let x, y ∈ [X,W ]ϕ and set x = (x1, x2, . . . , xt) and y = (y1, y2, . . . , yt), where x j, y j ∈ πn j (W ),
for j = 1,2, . . . , t . Then
(x+ϕ y)k =
{
xk + yk if k = r,
xr + yr +∑r−1i, j=1[yi, [x j, y j]]ci j if k = r.
For notational convenience, we write the triple Whitehead product [a, [b, c]] as [a,b, c].
Proposition 6.9. Suppose that ϕ is the comultiplication deﬁned above.
1. Then ϕ is inversive if and only if(−[xi, x j, x j])ci j = [xi, x j, x j]ci j,
for all spaces W , all x ∈ [X,W ]ϕ and all i, j < r.
2. Then ϕ is power-associative if and only if(
4[xi, x j, x j]
)
ci j =
(
2[xi, x j, x j]
)
ci j,
for all spaces W and all x ∈ [X,W ]ϕ .
3. Assume that H11(ci j) = 0 and nr  3ni + 6n j − 9 for all i, j < r. Then ϕ is Moufang if and only if
0=
r−1∑
i, j=1
[yi, x j, z j]ci j +
r−1∑
i, j=1
[zi, x j, y j]ci j −
r−1∑
i, j=1
[zi, x j, x j]ci j
−
r−1∑
i, j=1
[zi, y j, x j]ci j −
r−1∑
i, j=1
[xi, x j, z j]ci j −
r−1∑
i, j=1
[xi, y j, z j]ci j,
for all spaces W and all x, y, z ∈ [X,W ]ϕ .
Proof. 1. We ﬁrst consider inversivity. Using the method and notation of the proof of Proposition 6.4 with λ =
(λ1, λ2, . . . , λt) = L(x) and ρ = (ρ1,ρ2, . . . , ρt) = R(x), we see that λk = −xk = ρk , for all k = r,
λr = −xr −
r−1∑
i, j=1
[xi, λ j, x j]ci j = −xr −
r−1∑
i, j=1
(−[xi, x j, x j])ci j and
ρr = −xr −
r−1∑
i, j=1
[ρi, xi,ρ j]ci j = −xr −
r−1∑
i, j=1
[xi, x j, x j]ci j .
Therefore, λr = ρr if and only if(−[xi, x j, x j])ci j = [xi, x j, x j]ci j,
for all i, j < r. This proves 1.
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(
x+ϕ (x+ϕ x)
)
k = 3xk =
(
(x+ϕ x) +ϕ x
)
k if k = r,
(
x+ϕ (x+ϕ x)
)
r = 3xr +
r−1∑
i, j=1
[xi, x j, x j]ci j +
r−1∑
i, j=1
[2xi, x j,2x j]ci j
and
(
(x+ϕ x) +ϕ x
)
r = 3xr +
r−1∑
i, j=1
[xi, x j, x j]ci j +
r−1∑
i, j=1
[xi,2x j, x j]ci j .
Therefore x+ϕ (x+ϕ x) = (x+ϕ x)+ϕ x if and only if (4[xi, x j, x j])ci j = (2[xi, x j, x j])ci j .
3. Next we consider the Moufang property. Let x = (x1, x2, . . . , xr), y = (y1, y2, . . . , yr) and z = (z1, z2, . . . , zr) be ele-
ments in the loop [X,W ]ϕ . Then for k = r,((
x+ϕ (y +ϕ z)
)+ϕ x)k = 2xk + yk + zk = ((x+ϕ y) +ϕ (z +ϕ x))k.
We also have
(
(x+ϕ (y +ϕ z)) +ϕ x
)
r = 2xr + yr + zr +
r−1∑
i, j=1
[zi, y j, z j]ci j
+
r−1∑
i, j=1
[yi + zi, x j, y j + z j]ci j
+
r−1∑
i, j=1
[xi, x j + y j + z j, x j]ci j
= 2xr + yr + zr + U ,
where by hypothesis and Corollary 3.2,
U =
r−1∑
i, j=1
[zi, y j, z j]ci j +
r−1∑
i, j=1
[yi, x j, y j]ci j +
r−1∑
i, j=1
[yi, x j, z j]ci j
+
r−1∑
i, j=1
[zi, x j, y j]ci j +
r−1∑
i, j=1
[zi, x j, z j]ci j +
r−1∑
i, j=1
[xi, x j, x j]ci j
+
r−1∑
i, j=1
[xi, y j, x j]ci j +
r−1∑
i, j=1
[xi, z j, x j]ci j .
Similarly,(
(x+ϕ y) +ϕ (z +ϕ x)
)
r = 2xr + yr + zr + V ,
where
V =
r−1∑
i, j=1
[yi, x j, y j]ci j +
r−1∑
i, j=1
[xi, z j, x j]ci j +
k−1∑
i, j=1
[zi, x j, z j]ci j
+
r−1∑
i, j=1
[zi, x j, x j]ci j +
r−1∑
i, j=1
[zi, y j, z j]ci j +
r−1∑
i, j=1
[zi, y j, x j]ci j
+
r−1∑
i, j=1
[xi, x j, z j]ci j +
r−1∑
i, j=1
[xi, x j, x j]ci j +
r−1∑
i, j=1
[xi, y j, z j]ci j
+
r−1∑
[xi, y j, x j]ci j .
i, j=1
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r−1∑
i, j=1
[yi, x j, z j]ci j +
r−1∑
i, j=1
[zi, x j, y j]ci j −
r−1∑
i, j=1
[zi, x j, x j]ci j
−
r−1∑
i, j=1
[zi, y j, x j]ci j −
r−1∑
i, j=1
[xi, x j, z j]ci j −
r−1∑
i, j=1
[xi, y j, z j]ci j = 0.
This completes the proof. 
Corollary 6.10. Let H11(ci j) = 0 and nr  3ni + 6n j − 9 for all i, j < r.
1. Then ϕ is inversive if and only if 2([xi, x j, x j]ci j) = 0, for all spaces W , all x ∈ [X,W ]ϕ and all i, j < r.
2. Then ϕ is power-associative if and only if 2([xi, x j, x j]ci j) = 0, for all spaces W and all x ∈ [X,W ]ϕ .
Proof. The proofs of 1 and 2 are similar, so we only prove 1.
0= ([xi, x j, x j] + (−[xi, x j, x j]))ci j
= [xi, x j, x j]ci j +
(−[xi, x j, x j])ci j,
and so (−[xi, x j, x j])ci j = −([xi, x j, x j]ci j). Therefore by Proposition 6.9, ϕ is inversive if and only if 2([xi, x j, x j]ci j) = 0, for
all spaces W and all x ∈ [X,W ]ϕ . 
Remark 6.11. Similar to Remarks 4.3 and 6.5, we note that it is possible to give a larger upper bound for nr in Proposition 6.9
and Corollary 6.10 by requiring the vanishing of more Hopf–Hilton invariants.
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